Shick Esteve Global Launch at iba Munich 2018
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kansas City, Mo. (July 30, 2018) – The merger of Shick Solutions and Esteve Process in
August of 2017 solidified many months of growth and expanded resources. Shick Esteve is
now a global front with combined global resources to offer more than 60 years in
ingredient automation, 4000+ installations worldwide and 2000+ silos delivered to date. Its
global networks provide access and accountability 24/7 with more than 45 agents, 15
service centers and installations in more than 65 countries. In addition to its global reach,
Shick Esteve provides process and integrated data control that focuses on giving customers
greater access to their process data. Clarity™ by Shick Esteve provides clarity of data in a
contextual format allowing customers to make real time decisions that will maximize their
production.
As the only global provider focused solely on the food industry, Shick Esteve will launch its new
global brand and website during the iba 2018 world trade fair in Munich. They will showcase
the latest in ingredient automation solutions and process design. Shick Esteve will be exhibiting
its new global resources through animation, mobile solutions and interactive technology. Learn
more at www.iba2018.ShickEsteve.com or visit us in Hall B4 – Booth 550 during the show in
September.
About Shick Esteve
Shick Esteve is a complete ingredient automation solution provider. We design,
manufacture, install and service ingredient automation systems for customers worldwide.
For more information, visit www.shickesteve.com.
About Linxis Group
LINXIS group’s purpose is to leverage our collective expertise to develop and implement
specialized equipment solutions, enabling our customers to be best-in-class industrial players
wherever they operate. www.linxisgroup.com
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